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ABSTRACT
In-storage computing with modern solid-state drives (SSDs) enables developers to offload programs from the host to the SSD. It has been proven to be an effective approach to alleviate the I/O bottleneck. To facilitate in-storage computing, many frameworks have been proposed. However, few of them treat the in-storage security as the first citizen. Specifically, since modern SSD controllers do not have a trusted execution environment, an offloaded (malicious) program could steal, modify, and even destroy the data stored in the SSD.

In this paper, we first investigate the attacks that could be conducted by offloaded in-storage programs. To defend against these attacks, we build a lightweight trusted execution environment, named IceClave for in-storage computing. IceClave enables security isolation between in-storage programs and flush management functions that include flash address translation, data access control, and garbage collection, with TrustZone extensions. IceClave also achieves security isolation between in-storage programs by enforcing memory integrity verification of in-storage DRAM with low overhead. To protect data loaded from flash chips, IceClave develops a lightweight data encryption/decryption mechanism in flash controllers. We develop IceClave with a full system simulator. We evaluate IceClave with a variety of data-intensive applications such as databases. Compared to state-of-the-art in-storage computing approaches, IceClave introduces only 7.6% performance overhead, while enforcing security isolation in the SSD controller with minimal hardware cost. IceClave still keeps the performance benefit of in-storage computing by delivering up to 2.31× better performance than the conventional host-based trusted computing approach.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Hardware security implementation;
• Computer systems organization → Architectures;
• Hardware → External storage.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In-storage computing has been a promising technique for accelerating data-intensive applications, especially for large-scale data processing and analytics [15, 20, 33, 39, 45, 52, 56, 57, 72, 81]. It moves computation closer to the data stored in the storage devices like flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs), such that it can overcome the I/O bottleneck by significantly reducing the amount of data transferred between the host machine and storage devices. As modern SSDs are employing multiple general-purpose embedded processors and large DRAM in their controllers, it becomes feasible to enable in-storage computing in reality today.

To facilitate the wide adoption of in-storage computing, a variety of frameworks have been proposed. For instance, Willow [72] enabled developers to offload code from the host machine to the SSD via RPC protocols, and Biscuit [39] developed an in-storage runtime system for supporting multiple in-storage computing tasks following the MapReduce computing model. All these prior works show the great potential of in-storage computing for accelerating data processing in data centers. However, most of them [19, 33, 34, 52, 56, 57, 72, 82] focus on the performance and programmability, few of them treat the security as the first citizen in their design and implementation, which imposes great threat to the user data and SSD devices, and further hinders its widespread adoption.
As in-storage processors operate independently from the host machine, and modern SSD controller does not provide a trusted execution environment (TEE) for programs running inside the SSD, they pose severe security threats to user data and flash chips. To be specific, a piece of offloaded (malicious) code could (1) manipulate the mapping table in the flash translation layer (FTL) to mangle the data management of flash chips, (2) access and destroy data belonging to other applications, and (3) steal and modify the memory of co-located in-storage programs at runtime.

To overcome these security challenges, as developed in state-of-the-art in-storage computing frameworks [39, 72], we can simplify the runtime system by maintaining a copy of the privilege information in the DRAM of SSD controllers (SSD DRAM) and enforcing permission checks for in-storage programs. However, such a solution still suffers from many security vulnerabilities. For example, a malicious offloaded program can exploit memory vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow [28, 79, 88] to enable privilege escalation to access and modify the cached mapping table of FTL in the SSD DRAM; adversaries can steal and modify intermediate data and results generated by the co-located in-storage programs via physical attacks such as cold-boot attack, bus snooping attack, and replay attack [67, 71, 86]. An alternative approach is to adopt Intel’s Software Guard Extension (SGX) as a drop-in solution. Unfortunately, modern in-storage processor architectures do not support SGX techniques. And the SGX approach still suffers from significant performance overhead [11, 25, 50, 63, 70, 80], which cannot be afforded by in-storage computing and SSD controllers today.

Therefore, providing a secure, lightweight, and trusted execution environment for in-storage computing is an essential step towards its widespread adoption. Ideally, we wish to enjoy the performance benefits of in-storage computing, while enforcing the security isolation between in-storage programs, the core FTL functions, and physical flash chips, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

To this end, we present IceClave, a trusted execution environment for in-storage computing. Unlike generic TEE solutions such as SGX [25], IceClave is designed specifically for modern SSD controllers and in-storage programs, with considering the unique flash properties and in-storage workload characteristic. With ensuring the security isolation, IceClave includes (1) a new memory protection scheme to reduce the context switch overhead incurred by flash address translations; (2) an optimization technique for securing in-storage DRAM for in-storage programs by taking advantage of the fact that most in-storage applications are read intensive; (3) a stream cipher engine for securing data transfers between storage processors and flash chips, with low performance overhead and energy consumption; and (4) a runtime system for managing the life cycle of in-storage TEs.

Specifically, to achieve the security isolation between the in-storage program and the FTL (1 in Figure 1), we extend the TrustZone of ARM processors available in a majority of SSD controllers. IceClave executes core FTL functions such as garbage collection and wear leveling in the secure world, and runs the offloaded programs in the normal world, such that offloaded programs cannot intervene the flash management. To protect the mapping table of FTL with low overhead, we introduce a protected memory region in the normal world, and place the address mapping table in it to avoid context switches for flash address translation. Therefore, only protected FTL functions can update the mapping table, and offloaded in-storage programs can only read it for address translation with enforced permission checks.

In order to achieve the security isolation between in-storage programs (1 in Figure 1), we build in-storage TEs to host the offloaded programs, and enforce data encryption and memory integrity checks in both data communication and processing for in-storage programs. Since most in-storage computing workloads are read intensive, IceClave mainly needs to conduct the integrity check for the intermediate data and results generated by in-storage programs, which does not introduce much performance overhead to the in-storage program execution. To secure flash pages read by in-storage programs running in the in-storage TEE, we also integrate a lightweight stream cipher engine into the SSD controller with minimum hardware cost. In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:

- We present a trusted execution environment for in-storage computing, in which it protects core FTL functions from malicious in-storage programs with TrustZone extension.
- We support security isolation between in-storage programs by enabling lightweight memory encryption and integrity verification for SSD DRAM.
- We show the required hardware and software extensions for IceClave are minimal and feasible to be developed in modern SSD controllers.
- We develop a system prototype using an SSD FPGA board for a quantitative overhead study of IceClave, and a full system simulator for sensitivity analysis.

Specifically, we implement IceClave with a full system simulator gem5 [37], and integrate an SSD simulator SimpleSSD [38] and memory simulator USIMM [21] into it for supporting secure in-storage computing. We also develop a system prototype to verify the core functions of IceClave with a real-world OpenSSD Cosmos+FPGA board [84]. We use a variety of data-intensive applications that include transactional databases to evaluate the efficiency of IceClave. Compared to state-of-the-art in-storage computing approaches, IceClave introduces only 7.6% performance overhead to the in-storage runtime, while adding minimal area and energy overhead to the SSD controller. Our evaluation also demonstrates that IceClave can maintain the performance benefit of in-storage computing by delivering 2.31x better performance on average than the conventional host-based computing approach.

\[ \text{Figure 1: IceClave enables in-storage TEs to achieve security isolation between in-storage programs, FTL, and flash chips. The shaded components are untrusted.} \]
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce the background of flash-based SSDs and in-storage computing, and discuss why it is desirable to have TEEs for in-storage computing.

2.1 Flash-Based Solid-State Drive

The rapidly shrinking process technology has allowed SSDs to boost their performance and capacity, which accelerates their adoption in commodity systems such as data centers today [4, 43, 44]. We present a typical SSD architecture in Figure 2. An SSD has three major components: a set of flash memory packages, an SSD controller having embedded processors with DRAM, and flash controllers [23, 56]. The flash packages are organized in a hierarchical manner. Each SSD has multiple channels. Each channel is shared by multiple flash packages. Each package consists of multiple flash chips. Each chip has multiple planes. Each plane is divided into multiple flash blocks, each of which consists of multiple flash pages.

Due to the nature of flash memory, when a free flash page is written once, that page is no longer available for future writes until that page is erased. However, erase operation can be performed only at a block granularity, which is time-consuming. Thus, writes are issued to free pages that have been erased (i.e., out-of-place write) rather than waiting for the expensive erase operation. Garbage collection (GC) will be performed later to clean the obsolete data in SSDs. As each flash block has limited endurance, it is important for blocks to age uniformly (i.e., wear leveling). SSDs employ out-of-place write, GC, and wear leveling to overcome the shortcomings of SSDs and maintain indirections for indexing the logical-to-physical address mapping. All these are managed by the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) in the SSD controller.

2.2 In-Storage Computing

We have long recognized the inefficiency of traditional CPU-centric computing for data-intensive applications that need to transfer large amounts of data from storage. The application performance is limited by the low bandwidth of PCIe interface between the host and SSD. To tackle this challenge, various in-storage computing approaches [39, 52, 56, 72, 89] have been proposed. With them, we can process data by exploiting SSD processors and high internal bandwidth of flash chips. Their significant performance benefits show that in-storage computing is a promising technique.

However, as in-storage processors operate independently from the host, it poses security challenges to the adoption of in-storage computing, especially in the multi-tenancy setting where multiple application instances share the physical SSD [49, 55, 74–76, 92].

2.3 In-Storage Vulnerabilities

When specific code is offloaded to in-storage processors, a copy of the privilege information is transferred and maintained in the DRAM of the SSD controller [39, 72]. Such a solution is developed under the assumption that the offloaded code has already known the address and size of the accessed data in advance. However, adversaries can exploit in-storage software and firmware vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows [28, 79, 88], and bus-snooping attack [71] to achieve privilege escalation. After that, they can conduct various further attacks. We present them in the following.

- A malicious user can manipulate the intermediate data and output generated by in-storage programs via both software and physical attacks, causing incorrect computing results.
- A malicious program can intercept FTL functions like GC and wear leveling in the SSD and mangle the flash management. This would cause data loss or device destroyed.
- A malicious user can steal user data stored in flash chips via physical attacks like bus snooping attack, when in-storage programs load data from flash chips to SSD DRAM.

To defend against these attacks, an alternative solution is to develop an OS or hypervisor for in-storage computing. However, due to the limited resources in the SSD controller, running a full-fledged OS can introduce significant overheads to the SSD and increase the attack surface, due to its large codebase. Moreover, these techniques are not sufficient to defend against the aforementioned attacks such as board-level physical attacks. As we move compute closer to storage devices, it is highly desirable to have a lightweight execution environment for this non-traditional computing paradigm.

Since SSDs were designed with the assumption they are hardware isolated from the host and purely used as storage rather than computing, modern computing systems do not provide secure runtime environment for in-storage computing. As discussed in §1, a straightforward approach is to adopt the SGX-like solutions [25, 54]. However, this requires significant hardware changes and even replacement of storage processors available in modern SSDs. As SGX was developed as a generic framework for host machines, it is hard to achieve optimal performance for in-storage programs.

3 THREAT MODEL

In this work, we target the multi-tenancy where multiple application instances operate in the shared SSD. Following the threat models for cloud computing today [1, 16, 26, 35], we assume the cloud computing platform has provided a secure channel for end users to offload their programs to the shared SSD. The related code-offloading techniques, such as secure RPC and libraries [22, 39, 72], have been deployed in cloud platforms [1, 48, 91]. However, an offloaded program can include (hidden) malicious code.

As for in-storage computing, we trust SSD vendors, who enable the execution of offloaded programs. We assume hardware vendors do not intentionally implant backdoor or malicious programs in their devices. However, as we deploy those computational SSDs in shared platforms (e.g., public cloud), we do not trust platform
To develop IceClave, we have to overcome three challenges.

- First, as SSD is shared by multiple applications, we need to ensure proper security isolation. Specifically, we need to not only enforce security isolation between in-storage applications and operators who could initiate board-level physical attacks such as bus-snooping and man-in-the-middle attacks, or exploit the host machine to steal or destroy data stored in SSDs. Similar to the threat model for SGX, we exclude software side-channel attacks such as cache timing, page table side-channel attacks [62], and speculative attacks [51] from the threat model, since many of these attack approaches are cumbersome in reality [25].

- Second, to protect data of in-storage programs at runtime, IceClave needs to ensure the data security whenever the user data leaves the flash chips (§4.4).

- Third, SSD controller has limited resource, such as DRAM capacity and processing capability; therefore, IceClave should be lightweight and not significantly affect the performance of in-storage applications (§4.5 and §4.6).

In the following sections, we will discuss how we address each of these challenges in details, respectively.

### 4.2 Protecting Flash Translation Layer

As FTL manages flash blocks and controls how user data is mapped to each flash page, its protection is crucial. If any malicious in-storage programs gain control over it, they can read, erase, or overwrite data from other users, which can cause severe consequences, such as data loss and leakage. And IceClave runtime manages how each in-storage application is initialized inside SSD, and maintains their metadata, such as in-storage program identity. If any in-storage program gains access to the metadata, the adversary can easily compromise the security of other in-storage programs.

To protect FTL and IceClave runtime from malicious in-storage programs, we need to ensure memory protections for different entities in the SSD. Specifically, we have to guarantee offloaded applications cannot access memory regions used by FTL and IceClave runtime. We also need to ensure offloaded applications cannot access each other’s memory regions without proper permissions.

To achieve this, a straightforward way is to use TrustZone to create secure and normal worlds, and then place FTL functions and IceClave runtime in the secure world, and place all in-storage applications in the normal world. However, this will cause significant performance overhead for in-storage applications. This is because when an application accesses a flash page each time, it needs to context switch to the secure world which hosts the FTL and its address mapping table. Similarly, with the SGX-like approach, we can place FTL and in-storage programs in different enclaves, it will also generate significant performance overhead, as we have to switch frequently from one enclave to another.

To address this challenge, we partition the entire physical main memory space into three memory regions: normal, protected, and secure by extending TrustZone. We show these memory regions...
in Figure 4. Specifically, we allow FTL and IceClave runtime to execute in the secure world. And they have read/write permission to access the entire memory space. This is necessary, since the core functions of FTL need to manage the address mapping table, and IceClave runtime needs to manage each in-storage application, such as its TEE creation and deletion. We place in-storage applications in the normal world; therefore, they cannot access any code or data regions that belong to the FTL or IceClave runtime.

For the protected memory region in the normal world, we use it to host the shared address mapping table, such that in-storage applications can only read the mapping table entries for address translation, without paying the context-switch overhead. Figure 5 shows this optimization can improve the performance of in-storage applications by 21.6% on average, compared to the scheme with the FTL mapping table in the secure world. We will discuss the details of the flash access procedure and associated protection in §4.6.

We demonstrate the details of the memory region attributes in Figure 6. Following the MMU specification of ARMv8 [9], we use the non-secure (NS) bit to indicate whether the memory access is performed with secure or normal right. We utilize the access control flags (AP[2:1]) and a reserved bit (ES bit in Figure 6) to create the protected region, in which IceClave gives read-only permission to the normal world and read/write permission to the secure world. It is worth noting that the in-storage memory protection can be easily implemented in an older version of ARM processors [7] by specifying the access control flags AP[2:0] as well as other processors such as RISC-V (see the discussion in §4.7).

### 4.3 Access Control for In-Storage Programs

Although each in-storage program only has the read access permission when accessing the mapping table of the FTL, a malicious in-storage program could probe the mapping table entries (e.g., by brute-force) that are managing the address translation for the data belonging to other in-storage programs. Henceforth, adversaries can easily access the data of other programs.

To address this challenge, we extend the address mapping table of FTL. We use the ID bits in each entry (8 bytes per entry) to track the identification of each in-storage TEE, and use them to verify whether an in-storage TEE has the permission to access the mapping table entry or not. The permission checking of flash accesses is performed with a dedicated process. It receives flash access requests from in-storage applications and performs permission checks before issuing the requests to the flash chips. This process has exclusive access to the flash chips in the normal world, which prevents unauthorized flash accesses from a malicious in-storage program. We use four bits for the ID by default, which introduces small (6.25%) storage cost to the mapping table. IceClave will reuse the ID for newly created TEEs within its runtime, and set the ID bits in the mapping table upon TEE creation (see the details in §4.6).

Each in-storage program only has access to the address mapping table of the FTL and allocated memory space. Accesses to other memory locations will result in a fault in the memory management unit. To further enhance the memory protection for in-storage programs, we also enable memory encryption and verification.

### 4.4 Securing In-Storage DRAM

In-storage programs load data from flash chips to the SSD DRAM for data processing. To conceal the data read from flash chips, IceClave secures the data transfer procedure by encrypting the accessed data before it is transmitted on the internal bus. Modern SSDs have employed dedicated encryption engine [31], however, it is a cryptography co-processor mainly used for full-disk encryption. In this work, we develop a lightweight stream cipher engine in the SSD controller for securing the data transfers from flash chips to the storage processor (see the implementation details in §5).

Although we enable the data encryption as we transfer data between SSD DRAM and flash controllers, the user data that includes raw data, intermediate data, and produced results could still be leaked at runtime. To address this challenge, IceClave enables both memory encryption and integrity verification.

#### Memory Encryption

The goal of memory encryption is to protect any data or code in a memory access from being leaked. To achieve this, a common approach is to encrypt the cache lines in the processor, when they are being written to memory. The state-of-the-art work usually uses split-counter encryption [12, 80, 90]. It works by encrypting a cache line through an XOR with a pseudo one time pad (OTP), and OTP is generated from encrypting a counter through a block cipher such as AES. The counter is incremented after each write back to guarantee temporal uniqueness. It is encoded as a concatenation of a major counter and a minor counter. When a minor counter overflows, the major counter is incremented, and all other minor counters are reset. The associated memory blocks also need to be re-encrypted. Therefore, such an encryption scheme has significant performance overhead.

This is less of a concern for in-storage computing because it is read intensive. We conduct a study of typical in-storage applications (see Table 4), and profile their number of memory accesses when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Write Ratio</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Write Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPC-H Q1</td>
<td>6.60 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>TPC-H Q1</td>
<td>3.96 × 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-H Q3</td>
<td>2.99 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>TPC-H Q3</td>
<td>3.94 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-B</td>
<td>9.05 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>TPC-H Q14</td>
<td>9.92 × 10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>4.61 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>TPC-H Q19</td>
<td>9.92 × 10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: In-storage workload characterization.
With the assistance of TrustZone, IceClave supports dynamic memory allocation within each TEE. To avoid memory fragmentation, IceClave will preallocate a large contiguous memory region page is re-encrypted using the new split-counter entry, which will be used for later accesses. When a writable page becomes read-only, its corresponding major counter is incremented and copied back to the major-counter tree. In-storage programs can use the memory protection mechanisms offered by ARM processors (see Figure 6) to update the permissions of memory pages. For example, for the memory region used to store the input for in-storage programs, its pages are set to be read-only; for the memory region allocated for storing intermediate data, its pages are set to be writable.

Memory Integrity Verification. To ensure the processor receives exactly the same content as it wrote in the memory most recently, a MAC is generated for each memory block by hashing its data and encryption counter. On each memory access, the MAC is re-computed using the data and encryption counter, and compared against the stored MAC, such that any changes on the data or counter can be detected. The integrity tree also prevents replay attack which can roll back the data and MAC to their older versions. As shown in Figure 7, an integrity tree organizes MACs in a hierarchy, and the parent MAC ensures the integrity of its child MACs. The root of the tree is securely stored in the processor chip. When a cache line is written back to the memory, the merkle tree will update all the nodes on the path from the data block to the root.

In IceClave, we employ Bonzai Merkle Tree (BMT) [65]. It generates its first-level MAC by hashing counter blocks instead of data blocks. As discussed, IceClave maintains two Merkle trees, but the extra memory cost is negligible, compared to the traditional BMT.
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4.6 Put It All Together

We illustrate the entire workflow of running an in-storage program with IceClave in Figure 9. Similar to existing in-storage computing frameworks [39, 72], IceClave library has a host-to-device communication layer based on PCIe, which allows users to transfer data between the host and SSD. As discussed in §3, we utilize the secure channel developed in modern cloud computing platforms for interactions between the host and shared SSD. The OffloadCode API (1) described in §4.5 is called to offload programs. Its parameter bin represents the pre-compiled program in the form of machine code, and lpa is a list of Logical Page Addresses (LPAs) of data needed by the offloaded program. It uses task ID (tid) as an index for identifying the offloaded procedure.

IceClave runtime will create a new TEE for the offloaded program using CreateTEE (2). At creation, IceClave runtime will allocate memory pages from the normal memory region to the TEE, while the TEE metadata will be initialized and maintained in the secure memory region. IceClave also executes SetIDBits (const id_t &tid, uint64_t *ppa) to set access permissions in the address mapping table for LPAs. The TEE does not rely on FTL to get physical page addresses (see §4.2), as it can access the mapping table in the protected memory region (4).

However, the in-storage program may occasionally encounter cache misses, when a mapping entry for the accessed LPA is not cached in the SSD DRAM. In this case, the TEE has to redirect the address translation request to the FTL via ReadMappingEntry (5). This TEE will be paused and switched to the secure world, such that FTL will load the missing mapping table pages (5), update the cached mapping table in the protected memory region, and return the PPA to the TEE. To avoid in-storage programs probing the entire physical space of the SSD, we enforce the access control (see §4.3). Any data on the data path to the TEE is encrypted with the stream cipher engine (6). Note that users are encouraged to encrypt their data to defend against attacks from malicious host OS. They will send their decryption key to the TEE along with the offloaded program, and encrypt the data at runtime in the TEE. The TEE will be invoked by IceClave runtime once the in-storage program is readily prepared inside the TEE. IceClave runtime constantly monitors the status of initiated TEEs, secures memory regions, and ensures the mapping table permission guard. Exceptions will be thrown out if any aforementioned integrity is compromised.

During the entire lifecycle of a TEE, the hardware protection mechanisms described in §4.4 are enforced to prevent physical memory attacks. IceClave will also enforce strong isolation between TEEs and the FTL. The memory protection described in §4.2 will also be enforced in existing TrustZone memory controller (TZASC) [8]. Once reaching the end of the TEE program, the results are copied into the TEE’s metadata region before terminating the TEE and reclaiming used resources (7). IceClave will initiate a DMA transfer request to the host using NVMe interrupts, signaling the readiness of results. Results are returned to the host memory via GetResult (8) provided in IceClave library.

In summary, IceClave can protect in-storage computing from both software and physical attacks with low overhead: (1) it enables memory encryption and verification for SSD DRAM with low overhead; (2) it protects shared FTL without frequent context switches between normal and secure worlds; (3) it protects transferred data from flash chips to SSD DRAM with an efficient stream cipher engine in the SSD controller.

4.7 Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we exploit TrustZone technique in ARM processors to enable the memory protection between in-storage programs and FTL functions. This is driven by the fact that ARM processors are available in a majority of modern SSD controllers. As device vendors are also considering adopting the open-source RISC-V architecture in their controllers [32, 41, 73], the key idea of IceClave can also be implemented with new type of processors. To be specific, RISC-V defines three levels of privileges, including application level, supervisor level, and machine level [36]. We can map the normal, protected, and secure memory regions (see §4.2) to different memory regions in RISC-V respectively.
Table 3: Computational SSD simulator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSD Processor</th>
<th>ARM Cortex-A72 1.6GHz [10, 68]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decoder Width</td>
<td>3 ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop/Retire Width</td>
<td>5 ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 I/D Cache</td>
<td>4KB/32KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>1MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD DRAM</td>
<td>1TB DDR3 1600 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>1 Channel, 2 Ranks/Channel, 8 Banks/Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>$t_{RD}/t_{RAS}/t_{RP} = 11-28-11-12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption Delay</td>
<td>AES-128: 60ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>1 TB Flash-based SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>8 channels, 4 chips/channel, 4 dies/chip, 2 planes/die, 2048 blocks/plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>512 pages/block, 4KB page, $t_{RD}/t_{RAS}/t_{RP} = 11-28-11-12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>600 MB/sec per channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beyond using the ARM and RISC-V processors to conduct in-storage computing, recent works also deploy hardware accelerators in SSD controllers [13, 24, 45, 46, 57, 87]. They are also lacking the support of in-storage TEEs. We wish to extend IceClave to these in-storage hardware accelerators as future work.

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Full System Simulator. We implement IceClave with a computational SSD simulator developed based on the SimpleSSD [38], Gem5 [37], and USIMM [21] simulator. This allows us to conduct the study with different SSD configurations, which cannot be easily conducted with a real SSD board. We use the SimpleSSD to simulate a modern SSD and its storage operations. We show the SSD configuration in Table 3. To enable in-storage computing in the simulator, we utilize Gem5 to model the out-of-order ARM processor in the SSD controller. We also implement the stream cipher in the integrated simulator to enable the data encryption/decryption as in-storage applications load data from flash chips. We use CACTI 6.5 [61] to estimate its hardware cost, and find that the cipher engine introduces only 1.6% area overhead to a modern SSD controller such as that of Intel DC P4500 SSD.

As IceClave will enable the memory verification in SSD DRAM, we leverage USIMM to simulate the DRAM in the SSD. We implement the Bonsai Merkle Tree (BMT) in the USIMM simulator, and use the hybrid-counter mode (see §4.4) as the memory encryption scheme. As discussed, the root of the integrity tree is stored in a secure on-chip register. The counter cache size is 128KB. To enable memory encryption and integrity verification, we ensure that each memory access will trigger the verification and update of the MAC and integrity tree. As we develop a full system simulator with Gem5, we run real data-intensive workloads, such as transaction database to evaluate the efficiency of IceClave in the following section.

Real System Prototype. To verify the core functions of IceClave, including TEE creation/deletion, PTL, and stream cipher engine, we also implement IceClave with an OpenSSD Cosmos+ FPGA board that has a Dual ARM Cortex-A9 processor [84]. We measure their overheads and show them in Table 5. We demonstrate the architecture of the stream cipher engine in Figure 10. Its key initialization block takes a symmetric key and an arbitrary initialization vector (IV) as the input to initialize the cipher. IceClave keeps the key in a secure register, while the IV can be public. Once initialized, the stream cipher generates 64 keystream bits per cycle. The generated keystream is XORed bitwise with the data read from flash chips to produce the ciphered data. The decipher uses the same key and IV to decode the ciphered data. The IV is constructed with temporally unique random numbers and spatially unique address bits. The orthogonal uniqueness enforces a strong guarantee that the same IV value will not be used twice during a certain period of time. The stream cipher algorithm we used refers to the Trivium [30]. To provide the uniqueness for different flash pages, we compose the IV by concatenating its physical page address (PPA) and the output of a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG).

6 EVALUATION

Our evaluation demonstrates that: (1) IceClave introduces minimal performance overhead to in-storage workloads while enforcing security isolation in SSD controllers (§6.2 and §6.3); (2) IceClave scales in-storage application performance as we increase the internal bandwidth of SSDs (§6.4); (3) It can benefit various SSD devices with different access latencies (§6.5); (4) IceClave still outperforms conventional host-based computing significantly while offering security isolation, as we vary the in-storage computing capability (§6.6 and §6.7); (5) IceClave enables concurrent execution of multiple in-storage programs with low performance overhead (§6.8).

6.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate IceClave with a set of synthetic workloads and real-world applications as shown in Table 4. In the synthetic workloads, we use several essential operators in database system, including arithmetic, aggregation, and filter operations. As for the real-world applications, we run real queries from the TPC-H benchmark. Specifically, we use TPC-H Query 1, 3, 12, 14, and 19 that include the combination of multiple join and aggregate operations. In addition to these workloads, we also run write-intensive workloads TPC-B,
TPC-C, and Wordcount to further evaluate the encryption and integrity verification overhead of IceClave. In all these workloads, we populate their dataset (tables) to the size of 32GB, and place them across the channels in the SSD.

We compare IceClave with several state-of-the-art solutions. Particularly, we compare IceClave with the Intel SGX available in the host machine, in which we load the data from the SSD to the host memory and conduct the queries in the SGX. For this setting, we use a real server, which has an Intel i7-7700K processor running at 4.2GHz, 16GB DDR4-3600 DRAM, and 1TB Intel DC P4500 SSD. For fair comparison, we follow the specification of the Intel DC P4500 SSD to configure our SSD simulator. We also compare IceClave with current in-storage computing approaches that do not provide TEEs for offloaded programs. We list them as follows:

- **Host**: in which we load data from the SSD to the host memory, and execute the data queries using host processors. The host machine and SSD setups are described above.

- **Host+SGX**: in which we run data queries within the Intel SGX after loading data from the SSD. The version of the SGX SDK we use in our experiments is 2.5.101.

- **In-Storage Computing (ISC)**: in which we run data queries with the ARM processors in the SSD controller, such that we can exploit the high internal bandwidth of the SSD.

### 6.2 Performance of IceClave

We show the normalized performance of running each query benchmark in Figure 11. We use the Host as the baseline, in which we run the query workload with the host machine while loading the dataset from the SSD. As shown in Figure 11, IceClave outperforms Host and Host+SGX by 2.31× and 2.38× on average, respectively. This shows that IceClave will not compromise the performance benefits of in-storage computing. As those data query workloads are bottlenecked by the storage I/O, the SGX on the host machine (Host+SGX) slightly decreases the workload performance. Compared to in-storage computing without security isolation enabled (ISC), IceClave introduces 7.6% performance overhead, due to the security techniques used in the in-storage TEE.

To further understand the performance behaviors of IceClave, we also demonstrate the performance breakdown in Figure 11. As for the Host and Host+SGX schemes, we partition their workflow into two major parts: data load and computing time. As we can see, Host+SGX incurs 103% extra computing time on average, caused by the SGX running in the host machine. As for the ISC and IceClave schemes, we profile the data load time from flash chips, the computing time with in-storage processors, and the overhead caused by the memory encryption and verification for IceClave. As shown in Figure 11, IceClave and ISC take much less time on loading time, as the internal bandwidth of the SSD is higher than its external bandwidth. And they require more time (2.47× on average) to execute the data queries. Compared to ISC, IceClave needs memory encryption and verification. For write-intensive workloads such as Wordcount, IceClave slightly increases memory encryption overhead. This is because Merkle tree intrinsically supports parallel updates, and our hybrid-counter design preserves this property by default. However, IceClave still outperforms host-based approaches significantly for a majority of in-storage workloads.

### 6.3 Overhead Source in IceClave

We also profile the entire workflow of running an in-storage program with IceClave. We show the critical components of IceClave and their overhead in Table 5. IceClave takes 95 µs and 58 µs (measured in real SSD FPGA board) to create and delete a TEE inside SSD, respectively. The overhead of context switch between secure world and normal world is 3.8 µs. As discussed in §4.2, IceClave has infrequent context switches at runtime, as it places the frequently accessed address mapping table in the protected memory region. The context switch happens mostly because the mapping table entries are missing in the protected memory region, and IceClave needs to switch to the secure world to fetch the mapping table from flash chips, and update them in the protected memory region.

Moreover, IceClave incurs much less memory encryption and verification operations, because most in-storage workloads are read intensive (see §4.4 and Table 1). The average execution times of each memory encryption and verification take 102.6 ns and 151.2 ns, respectively. We profile the additional memory accesses (see Table 6) incurred by fetching and overflowing counters in the memory encryption and integrity verification. We show the extra memory traffic in percentage in Table 6, when comparing to the regular memory traffic without enforcing memory security. Memory encryption and verification increase the memory traffic by 20.26% and 14.51% on average, respectively.
We also profile the number of flash address translations requested from a TEE, and find that only 0.17% of these address translations are missed in the cached mapping table in the protected memory region. This indicates that in-storage programs do not incur the context switch from the normal world to the secure world frequently, showing that IceClave is lightweight for in-storage workloads.

### 6.4 Impact of SSD Bandwidth

We now evaluate the performance sensitivity of IceClave, as we change different SSD parameters. We first vary the internal bandwidth of the SSD by changing the number of flash channels from 4 to 32. With this, the aggregated internal I/O bandwidth grows linearly, while the external bandwidth is capped by the PCIe bandwidth [18, 52]. We compare IceClave with the host-based approach (Host), and present the normalized speedup in Figure 12. For each data query workload, the performance benefit of IceClave scales significantly, as we increase the number of channels. To be specific, IceClave speeds up the performance by 1.7–5.0× over Host, showing that IceClave has negligible negative impact on the performance of in-storage computing. As for in-storage workloads that involve more complicated computations such as TPC-B, TPC-C, and Wordcount, increasing the internal bandwidth brings 1.2–1.8× performance speedup, and for others such as the synthetic workloads and TPC-H, IceClave obtain more performance benefits (1.9–6.2×). Note that IceClave achieves even more performance benefits than Host+SGX, because SGX introduces extra overhead (see Figure 11 and §6.2). And IceClave enables TEE for in-storage programs.

As we vary the internal SSD bandwidth, we also compare IceClave with ISC. As shown in Figure 13, IceClave introduces minimal performance overhead (normalized to ISC), as we vary the internal SSD bandwidth by using different number of channels.

### 6.5 Impact of Data Access Latency

To understand how the data access latency affects the performance of IceClave, we vary the read latency of accessing a flash page from 10 µs, modeling an ultra-low latency NVMe SSD [2, 6], to 110 µs, modeling a commodity TLC-based SSD [60]. We keep the write latency as 300 µs, this is because most in-storage workloads are read-intensive, which involve few write operations to the dataset stored in the SSD. We use 8 channels in the SSD. We present the experimental results in Figure 14. As shown in Figure 14, compared to the host-based computing approach that is bottlenecked by the external PCIe bandwidth, IceClave delivers performance benefit (1.8–3.2×) for various SSD devices with different access latencies. For TPC-B, TPC-C, and TPC-H Q19 query workloads that require more computing resource for hash join operations, IceClave offers less performance benefit for the SSD with ultra-low latency, because the processors in the host machine provide more powerful computing resource.

### 6.6 Impact of Computing Capability

As we exploit embedded processors to run in-storage applications, it will be interesting to understand how the in-storage computing capability affects the efficiency of IceClave. We vary this parameter by using various models of embedded processor. We use our in-storage computing simulator to simulate the representative out-of-order (OoO) ARM processor A72, and the in-order processor A53 with different frequencies. We compare IceClave with the baseline Host that has an Intel i7-7700K processor running at 4.2GHz.

We show the normalized speedup in Figure 15. The performance of IceClave drops 13.7–33.4% as we decrease the CPU frequency of ARM processors. And an OoO processor A72 performs slightly better than the in-order processor A53 with the same CPU frequency. This demonstrates that IceClave can work with different type of ARM processors and deliver reasonable performance benefits.

### 6.7 Impact of DRAM Capacity in SSD

To evaluate the impact of the SSD DRAM capacity on the IceClave performance, we change the SSD DRAM size from 4GB to 2GB.
while using the same configurations as described in Table 3. We present the experimental results in Figure 16. As we decrease the SSD DRAM capacity, the performance of ISC drops by 12%–44%, as it has limited memory space to store its data set. The performance of IceClave follows the same trend. However, compared to ISC, IceClave still introduces minimal performance overhead.

6.8 Performance of Multi-tenant IceClave

To further evaluate the efficiency of IceClave, we run multiple IceClave instances concurrently, and each instance hosts one of the in-storage workloads as described in Table 4. We compare the application performance with the case of running each in-storage application independently without collocating with other instances. As shown in Figure 17, when we collocate the TPC-C instance with other workloads, the performance of in-storage applications is decreased by 6.1–15.7%. As we increase the number of collocated instances (see Figure 18), their performance drops by 21.4% on average. This is mainly caused by (1) the computational interference between the collocated IceClave instances, and (2) the increased cache misses (up to 8.7%) of the cached mapping table in the protected memory region. However, these in-storage programs still perform better than host-based approaches that are constrained by the external I/O bandwidth of SSDs.

7 RELATED WORK

In-storage Computing. In-storage computing has been intensively developed recently. Researchers have been exploring it for applications such as database query [33, 34, 47, 52], key-value store [72], map-reduce workloads [39, 47], signal processing [19], and scientific data analysis [81, 82]. To enable in-storage computing in modern SSDs, these prior works have developed various frameworks [39, 52, 66, 72]. However, most of them focus on the programmability and performance. Although there is still space for improvement in these aspects, such as having SSD array and file-system support for in-storage computing [66], we have to overcome the security challenge of in-storage computing for its widespread deployment, since it poses threats to user data and flash devices. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose building trusted execution environments for in-storage computing.

Trusted Execution Environment. To defend applications from malicious systems software, trusted hardware devices have been developed. A typical example is Intel SGX [17], which can create trusted execution environments for applications. Because of the enabled secure isolation, SGX is extended or customized to support various computing platforms [5, 11, 27, 53, 78] and applications [14, 50, 63, 70]. The hardware devices with TPM [3] serve the similar purpose by utilizing the attestation available in commodity processors from AMD and Intel [58, 59, 77]. For ARM processors that are commonly used in mobile devices and storage controllers, they offer TrustZone that enables users to create secure world isolated from the OS [42, 69]. Unfortunately, none of these hardware devices can be directly applied to in-storage computing. The most recent work ShieldStore [50] and Speicher [14] applied SGX to key-value stores, however, none of them can protect the execution of in-storage programs. We develop specific trusted execution environments for in-storage applications.

Storage Encryption and Security. As we move computation closer to data in the storage devices, it would inevitably increase the trusted computing base, which poses security threats to user data. To protect sensitive user data while enabling near-data computing, a common approach is data encryption [64]. However, data leakage or loss would still happen at runtime, due to the lack of TEE support in modern SSD controllers. And adversaries can also initiate physical attacks to steal/destroy user data. An alternative approach is to enable computation on encrypted data [29, 93]. However, such an approach requires intensive computing resource, which cannot be satisfied by modern SSD controllers due to the limited resource budget [15, 39, 56, 85]. Our work IceClave presents a lightweight approach that can enforce security isolation for in-storage applications as well as defend against physical attacks.

8 CONCLUSION

Due to the lack of TEE support in SSD controllers, adversaries can intervene offloaded programs, mangle flash management, steal and destroy user data. To this end, we develop IceClave, a lightweight TEE which enables security isolation between in-storage programs and flash management. IceClave can also defend against physical attacks with minimal hardware cost.
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